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Q On a Type “F” curb and gutter roadway, does the lane pavement width include the gutter 

(1.5')? 

A No, the gutter is excluded in measuring lane width.  The Florida Department of 

Transportation (FDOT) Standard Plans 711-001, sheet three, has a nice little diagram 

in the pavement markings page on how to measure lane width. 

 

Q As headlights become better with LEDs, do you foresee the Greenbook adjusting their values 

(i.e. the sag calculation on slide 49)? 

A Once there is research to support the change, this may be considered. Remember 

also that there are many vehicles out on the road that do not have LED headlights. 

 

Q Can you explain what a climbing lane is?  It sounds like maybe a passing lane, but in searching 

the Greenbook there was not an easy definition for a climbing lane, yet it was mentioned 

numerous times.  

A Florida doesn't have many climbing/passing lanes, but if you travel in rural areas 

where it’s hilly, such as Georgia or the Carolinas, it’s an additional outside lane on 

the uphill side to let faster vehicles pass slower vehicles on a hill. 

 

Q I understand what Larry was saying about designing beyond the minimum and the relation to 

safety, but if you over-design a roadway you make it more comfortable for drivers which will 

result in high speeds which ultimately will reduce safety or increase injuries in accidents.  I 

think this should be noted because designing wide non-curvy roads can create other issues. 

A Yes, the design is evolving, which is why we now have narrower lanes, lower design 

speeds, better direction on clear zone, and more emphasis on bicycle and pedestrian 

facilities. 

 

Q Why haven't the design speeds been linked to context classification, as they are in the Florida 

Design Manual (FDM)? 

A Not all local governments will choose to move from functional classification, which is 

what is required by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Florida Statutes, 

to Context Classification. So, a system of criteria that supports both types needs to 

be developed. First, there needed to be agreement on what context classification 

system would serve as the base for local governments. 

 

Q On a low-speed roadway (i.e. 30-mph), what's the maximum deflection through an 

intersection - two degrees or the speed taper formula?  

A See Table 3-7 of the 2018 Greenbook, Maximum Deflection Angle Through 

Intersection. 

 

Q Where can one find the design vehicle templates referenced in the presentation? They look 

like a handy reference to have outside of micro-station. 

A They are in the 2011 American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials 

(AASHTO) Greenbook. 
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Q As a cyclist, I often run into the problem of drop off between pavement edge and gutter. Can 

you address this issue and any design solutions? 

A That is usually a result of overbuilding of pavement in resurfacing projects and lack of 

detail in the typical section to feather the edge flush with a gutter pan. We may be 

able to address this in the Pavement Design Chapter in the 2020 version of the 

Greenbook. In the meantime, try using the detail in Standard Plans Index 520-001, in 

your plans. 

 

Q What about a 25-mph design speed for a minor urban collector, especially with high 

pedestrian traffic?  

A The minimum design speed for "All" urban collectors is 30-mph. This is consistent 

with AASHTO guidance. Since design speed is a controlling element for all speeds, 

you would need to prepare a design exception to defend a lower design speed due to 

a specific condition. 

 

Q For stopping sight distance, did the height change?  Didn't it use to be inches, not two feet? 

A In the 2016 Greenbook, the object height was revised from 0.5 feet to two feet, 

which is what AASHTO uses. Florida had always been more conservative than 

AASHTO. 

 

Q You mentioned the danger of having vehicles with different speeds operating near each 

other. Do you have any recommendations regarding the electronic scooters and where they 

should operate? 

A No, not yet. It’s a new phenomenon that we are trying to learn more about. 

 

Q A lot of the existing off-system roadways were designed using the AASHTO Policy for 

Geometric Design guidelines. Future projects may not be able to meet the requirements of 

the 2018 Florida Greenbook. Currently, when the designer is unable to meet the 

requirements of the FDM for projects on state highways or the NHS, they need to document 

and obtain exceptions or variations from the FDOT. What is the intended/documented 

procedure when the designer is unable to meet the requirements of the 2018 Florida 

Greenbook? 

A The Florida Greenbook has been based upon the AASHTO Greenbook since the 

Florida version was first published in 1976. Hopefully, the reason roadways do not 

meet AASHTO or Greenbook criteria is because the functional class or traffic volumes 

changed.  Use the Design Exception and Variation process in Chapter 14 to document 

when the project does not meet current criteria and how you will be addressing 

safety concerns due to the deficiency. 

 

Q What is the recommended corner clip area/distance to acquire right of way (ROW)? 

A This would be situational to the intersection geometry and any other constraints that 

may limit the right of way acquisition. 
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Q If you are accommodating pedestrians on a shoulder would you have to limit the cross slope 

to less than two percent to meet the American with Disabilities Act (ADA)? 

A No, pedestrians are allowed to walk on the shoulder, and many do, but it is not 

considered an accessible pedestrian facility. 

 

Q Are the minimum values for horizontal and vertical design elements adjusted for 

Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) applications? 

A See Chapter 11 of the 2018 Florida Greenbook and the MUTCD. The 2020 Florida 

Greenbook will include new requirements for MOT applications, such as lane widths, 

pedestrian and bicycle detours, and protection from roadside hazards. 

 

Q When checking sight distance for intersections, is it best to use the decision sight distance 

over the stopping sight distance? 

A Yes, the decision sight distance is better for those critical  locations where additional 

sight distance is needed including interchange and intersection locations, where 

unusual or unexpected maneuvers are needed, changes in typical sections such as 

toll plazas or lane drops, and areas of concentrated demand where there is visual 

noise from competing sources of information, such as roadway elements, traffic, 

traffic control devices, and advertising signs. 

 

Q What were the previous criteria for two-way left turns?  Was a higher design speed allowed? 

A In earlier editions of the Florida Greenbook, three-lane sections with a two-way left-

turn lane (TWLTL) were not allowed. The criteria were revised to allow both three 

and five-lane typical sections with TWLTLs. 

 

Q In many situations, local governments eliminate channelization islands due to higher speeds 

going around them and propensity for rear-end crashes from cars yielding to oncoming 

traffic. The Greenbook seems to encourage the channelization islands which appears to 

ignore the realities in the field. What do you say to this? 

A A very common crash involving pedestrians is being struck by a left-hand turning 

driver who failed to yield to the pedestrian in the crosswalk. By reducing the speed 

of the turning driver, we can improve yielding and if a crash does occur, reduce the 

severity. 

 

Q How do you determine the design vehicle for a particular roadway? 

A Please see Section C.2, Chapter 3, of the Florida Greenbook. 
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Q Why is the Greenbook becoming more restrictive (like the FDM), instead of being more like 

the AASHTO Greenbook (recommendations)? 

A Hopefully, it’s becoming more permissive in supporting lower design speeds, 

narrower lane widths, and designing transportation facilities that support multiple 

users. We are adding more information directly into the Florida Greenbook from the 

AASHTO Greenbook for those who don’t have handy access to the 2011 AASHTO 

Greenbook.  So, although they may appear new to you, they have always been there.  

Remember if the Florida Greenbook doesn’t address a question you have, you should 

be looking in the AASHTO Greenbook for your answer. 

 

Q The shown channelized right-turn lane looks like the old standard and contradicts the most 

recent configuration, which suggests using a smaller radius to reduce the approach speed of 

the vehicle and the angle the driver needs to turn to see conflicting vehicles. Please expand 

on the explanation. 

A Channelization does help to shorten crossing distances for pedestrians and allow 

crossings to occur in stages. Several have commented that this figure should be 

improved to better inform the driver of the need to yield to the pedestrian and 

improve driver's viewshed.  FHWA’s Ped Safe has some examples of channelization 

that you might want to consider:  

http://pedbikesafe.org/PEDSAFE/countermeasures_detail.cfm?CM_NUM=24 

 

Q On slide 65 for median separation for four-lane 40-mph, should the median be raised, or can 

it be painted? 

A Medians can be curbed or with flush shoulders, but they are intended to be a natural 

surface, not paved/painted  

 

Q On slide 70 we try to eliminate free flow right-turn lanes at locations where there are 

adjacent schools due to the hazard this creates for school children making those crossings. 

Should this type of direction be given when showing this type of crossing? In your discussion, 

you promoted this as a good pedestrian crossing. The context must be considered. 

A Yes, free flow right-turn lanes, especially when there is a dedicated receiving lane for 

motor vehicles, can be more difficult for a pedestrian to cross or a bicyclist to merge 

across. What is good about the figure showing a channelized pedestrian crossing is 

the island separating the through and right turn movements and the median 

channelization with the extended nose. If you have an example you'd like to share, 

please email it to FloridaLTAP@cutr.usf.edu. 

http://pedbikesafe.org/PEDSAFE/countermeasures_detail.cfm?CM_NUM=24
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